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Dong Tribe is an ancient nationality侗族（ ）

with long histories and glorious civilization in

China, they are the descendants of the Bai Yue

( )People and named themselves as Gaeml百越

, Geml or Geml( . The concentrated干 更 金（ ） （ ） ）

lived citizens have the population of 2,960,000

and distributed resided in the boundary Guizhou

, Hunan , Guangxi as貴州 湖南 廣西（ ） （ ） （ ）

well as Xuanen , Enshi in Hubei宣恩 恩施（ ） （ ）

Province . Over a long period of time,湖北省（ ）

women of Dong Tribe mainly contributed

themselves to houseworks and slight farm works,
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they’ve made many pieces of delicate Dong

Famliy costumes by planting cottons, spinning

and embroidering on their own hands and

spotless mind. Children’s costumes take an

essential part of the costumes in Dong Tribe.

Children’s costumes of Dong Tribe built a

civilized structure that proceeded and coexisted

both in space-time and mentality space, which,

had been revealed in structure shapes, decorate

characteristics and making crafts that

agglomerated the aesthetic psychology and

cultural values in living and production lives.
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Abstract

Dong Tribe is a populous nationality with brilliant civilization, they created their unique

culture of costumes and accessories throughout the long river of history. And the

children’s costumes could be the florid feature of the splendid fashion of Dong Tribe

because they reflect the sentimental tastes and consciousness of the nation. The children’s

costumes of Dong Tribe are classified as infants’ garments and children’s garibaldis by

different ages, the garments are much more in kinds, fresher in colors and much

complicated in shapes while comparing with the adults’ garments. Furthermore, the

children’s hats, bibs and baby carriers are also the outstanding features in children’s

costumes of Dong Tribe.
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<Picture 1> Main residence of Dong Tribe

There are few research on Dong children’s

costume, though a lot of studying in

advancement about its literature, music, arts,

political and social system, architecture, religion,

ethic, and local custom has been made since

80s twenty century. The main reference of

relevant research of Dong costume are : Study

on costumes of Dong Tribe1) by Zhangboru, an

inclusive publication about Dong costume, briefly

depicts the Dong style and pattern on children’s

costume with most pictures and rare verbal

description. Costume kaleidoscope Collection․
of Hunan( ) Tongdao Dong Tribe湖南 通道（ ）

cutural heritage, the 4th edition Middle․ 2) edited

by Linliangbin and Wubingsheng , refers to the

classification of Dong’s children costume and

gives an overview on the costume culture of

Dong Tribe in Dong autonomous region of

Tongdao of Hunan province .通道 湖南省（ ） （ ）

The weave and embroidery art of Dong Tribe3)

by Wangyan , a publication of her own revised

thesis, briefly introduces the features of Dong

children’s costume in the section of the Dong

costume’s function. Above these works, books

and periodicals have refered to the Dong’s

children costume when they study historical

evolution4), cultural intension5), folk custom6),

value in aesthetics7) and patterns8).

This paper, through the interview in local

surveys and massive reference books , will study

on the style and structure ,the decoration

features and cultural concept of Dong’s children

costume. The objects of research would be 15

children’s hats,12 bibs, 7 Children’s garibaldises,

8 carriers, which the writer have saw in Dong

autonomous rigion in Hunan Tongdao (湖南省通

)and Liping in Guizhou province道侗族自治縣 貴（

. Due to the low quantity of relevant州省黎平縣）

research objects, this paper will do a research

on specific samples rather than use a defined

way to classify all the kinds, which might be not

inclusive.

1. Children’s major and ordinary
costumes of Dong Tribe

1) Infants’ costumes

What is called infants’ costumes are the

garments for infants within one month, the

costumes for babies in this period are quite

dainty. The first clothes for them are made by

worn garments of adults or previous birth that

had been dyed yellow by gardenia. In the mean

time,a boy would be wrapped by his father’s

worn pieces of trousers while it would be worn

pieces of tops from mother if it was a girl. The

making crafts for babies’ clothes are quite easy

which could be made by using a ready-made

trouser that had been cutted to needed length

and waist measure, double the fabrics, take the

sleeve width, excavate the rest pieces of oxter

and cut the front to left and right, scissor the

neckline and plus a little sewing to make the

clothes appear as collarless and frontopening.

According to the Renshiqu9)( )which人事曲

quoted as afterwards, “a boy would be wrapped

by his father’s worn pieces of trousers while it

would be worn pieces of tops from mother if it
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was a girl, the brand new fabric is forbidden for

it is so thick that could do harm to the infant's

skins and veins”, “the clothes for infant should

be made by worn fabrics of a seventy or

eighty-year-old’s skirts and pants, as the child’s

life could be extended by the virtual air”, this is

because “the infant is new born and the flesh is

immature, the warm cloth is unnecessary for it

would weaken the bones and muscles, outdoor

activities are appropriate or the skins would be

soft and porne to be injured, that’s the reason

to have the infant wear waddings but new

fabrics”.

2) Children’s garibaldis

Before the People’s Republic of China had

founded, the costumes of the children of Dong

Tribe who were aged 1 to around 10 were quite

simple, and usually shaped as collarless right

top fly garibaldis, the shirt is loose and long to

cover the buttock while the sleeves are narrow

and cover the elbows. When it comes to a cold

winter, they wear jackets outside the wadded

clothes, and in summertime that would be shirts.

The wadded clothes are mostly made by

buttercup, the customarily defined wadded

jackers are clothes with the baby blue Dong

fabric as the lining .<Picture 2>

<Picture 2> Children’s garibaldis of Dong Tribe10)

3) Bibs

In the category of children’s costumes of

Dong Tribe, the characteristic items are bibs

which is known as shoulder padding. The styles

of bibs are round, square or rectangle apron

-skirts.

Round bibs are sculpted as coin-shape,

maple-shape, calabash-shape, dog-teeth-shape

and so on ,the abstract shapes are usually

combined with the sharp contrast of color

schemes as red, blue and white. The round bibs

are freely rotated in order to reverse the part

that soaked by slobber. Square bibs are purfled

by blue textitles and one string at each edge

which can be tied across together while using, it

is basically used to tighten the chidren’s

clothes. <Picture 3> Rectangle apron-skirts bibs

are built by two connected rectangles, the upper

one is much narrow with round collar cut in the

middle and draw behind the back with a bunch

of coins; the other one is much wider and is

used as apron, it is decorated with baldachin

and blue edging. The whole shape looks

delicate and divine, it was generally for children

of 2 to 3 years old, the coins are bumping and

tinkling as the kids moving their bodies which

makes them vivid and cute.

<Picture 3> Rectangle bib of Dong Tribe11)
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4) Baby carriers

Baby carrier is a kind of binding tools for

women of Dong Tribe to carry their babies on

their backs. The baby carrier has a long-term

history and was still used widely by the minority

at the south of China nowadays because of its

practicability in living and production lives. It

connected mother and baby together not only

during farmworks but also works in the fields.

The making of the belts ranks among the

most dainty crafts in costumes of Dong Tribe

with the most important meaning. One of the

old song Enqingge sang like this: “the biggest

in the sky is King of Thunder, the biggest in the

sea is King of Dragon, the biggest in the court

is the Emperor, the dearest in the world is

parents. Mothers endure hardships while carring

babies, holding the card of life and death, their

teeth cracks the coins and within an inch of

visiting the Hades. The babies were let sit barely

reach one year old and dirty the clothes by

creeping and rolling, mothers are exhausted to

wash the clothes time and time again even

pollute half of the river. Their hearts were panic

like being scratch by cats while hearing babies’

crying, they carry the babies up and down the

farm, taking the hearts of their own”. All of this

shows how significant babies make sense to

mothers. Mothers regard the baby carrier as the

amulets for their kids and also the closely linked

ligaments between them. In certain places, even

though children have grown up, mothers wash

the baby carrier clean and put them away to

memorize for their whole life. In different ereas

of Dong Tribe the baby carriers are generally the

coalition of varied baldachins and embroideries,

the great grant mothers show their love and nice

wishes like long-live with rich and honor as well

as reputation to their children by making

costumes with refine and exquisite crafts,

beautiful and abundance patterns.12)<Picture 4>

<Picture 4> Baby carrier of Dong Tribe13)

2. Children’s hats of Dong Tribe

1) Classification of children’s hats of Dong
Tribe

The children’s hats of Dong Tribe is classified

as cool hats( ) for spring and summer and涼帽

warm hats for autumn and winter per棉帽（ ）

season, animal-shapes hats and ordinary hats

per form, embroidered hats, children’s silver

decorated hats and silver embroidered hats in

accordance with decoration skills, and also

devided into silk hats, satin hats and cotton

hats, etc. These varied kinds of hats are

harmonized and comprised extensive characteristics

of the children’s hats of Dong Tribe. The typical

styles of the hats are Dog-head hats ,狗頭帽（ ）

Cat-head hats , Pleat-top hats貓頭帽 褶頂（ ） （

<Picture 5>, Crown hats <Picture帽 頂冠帽） （ ）

6>, Tile-cover hats <Picture 7>,瓦蓋帽（ ）

Topless hats <Picture 8>, Scholar hats無頂帽（ ）

, Luohan hats <Picture 9>,書生帽 羅漢帽（ ） （ ）

Lotus hats <Picture 10>and so on.蓮花帽（ ）
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<Picture 5> 褶頂帽14) <Picture 6> 頂冠帽15) <Picture 7> 瓦蓋帽16)

<Picture 8> 無頂帽17) <Picture 9> 羅漢帽18) <Picture 10> 蓮花帽19)

2) Decorations in the children’s hats of Dong
Tribe

Most children’s hats of Dong Tribe use

materials which is made of silk or cotton along

with several varieties of decorations, The most

distinctive feature is defined by Dong jin-silk 侗（

, embroidery and silver decorations.錦）

Compared with a bunch of mysterious flowers

among various arts of Dong Tribe, Dong jin-silk

is considered one of the distinguished fabrics in

China with unique patterns, weaving crafts and

distinct characters of the people. Dilligent and

wise women of Dong Tribe have used Dong

jin-silk that symbolizes auspicious patterns,

beauty, wisdom and happiness for children’s

hats.

Some hats are all made of Dong jin-silk while

others use Dong jin-silk only for its circumstance.

A number of various patterns and colors of

Dong jin-silk for the children’s hat incluce

enriched cultural heritage, religions and aesthetic

point of view and also display blessing for their

children and desire in pursuit of a beautiful life.

Two kinds of embroidering methods are used

for the children’s hat of Dong Tribe. Which are

called as direct embroidering and attaching.

Attaching cuts off various designs first,

embroiders chosen designs with colored threads

and attaches the embroidered pattern at the

designated place. The other is called direct

embroidering which draws designs in the first

place and directly embroiders them with colored

threads.

Several varieties of embroidering methods are

used for the children’s hat of Dong Tribe. The

most frequently used methods are ordinary,
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chained and twisted. Many kinds of embroidering

methods are applied for a hat and a different

methods has a different effects on decorations.

Red, green, yellow and black threads are the

most frequently used for embroidery. It is

common to arrange contrast colors together. For

example, red is used with green while yellow is

with black. The contrast colors are well matched

one another having an elegant and colorful

effect on distinct character of the people.

The patterns for the embroidery of children’s

hats are composed of animal group, fabric

group, letters and others. Simple animals and/or

fabrics are rare.Instead, various patterns are

portrayed in combination.

Silver decoration is one of the unique features

in children’s hats of Dong Tribe. The front and

the back are decorated with three-dimensional

patterns and characters in silver which have

been mounted for quilted. This doesn’t only

enhance the value of children’s hats but also

gives a glace of love devoted to the children by

the women of Dong Tribe.

Silver leaf is rich of meterials as well as types.

According to decorative materials, it can be

devided into a supernatural statue group, a

holistic animal group, a flowering group and

others. The supernatural statue group is

classified by 8 immortals( )八仙 20), 18 luohan 十（

)八羅漢 21) and song zi guan yin while送子觀音（ ）

holistic animal group includes dragons and lions.

Dragon have relatively more forms classified by

playing dragons , two dragons playing遊龍（ ）

with a bead and dragon transformed二龍戲珠（ ）

from a fish while lions are mainly魚化龍（ ）

portrayed as looking at the moon with its head

up and stepping on a silver bead. An Ume

flower is the representative in the flowering

group. Also, silver bells, lotus flowers and silver

stamps can be referred among others which are

all small but decorates the back side.

The silver leaf in friont is generally featured in

a group which represents 18 luohan and 8

fairies etc. Silver braids lie down the main silver

leaf and silver bells, silver stamps, a pocket,

cloudberries and dragon transformed from fish

are attached at the end of the siver braids.

These silver decorations make a beautiful sound

by bumping one another each time children

move.

3. Cultural implication of the children’s
costumes of Dong Tribe.

1) Admiration for various ancestors and

divine spirits

Dong Tribe believes in multiple gods.

Everything in the world encompassing the sun

<Picture 11>, the moon <Picture 12>, the stars,

the phoenix <Picture 13> the mountain, rivers,

streams, trees, stones , well <Picture 14>and

bridges are strong enough to defeat the

viciousness and worthy of respecting. Therefore,

by embroidering those patterns on the costumes,

their wish for wellness would be blessed and

protected by the holy spirits. These patterns are

all reflected in the children’s costumes.

Besides, the fish-shape patterns 魚紋（ ）

<Picture 15> are quite familiar in children’s

costumes of Dong Tribe, from their perspective

fishes are of adamant vitality and strong

procreation for these animals had become one

of the most worshipful objects for the ancestors

and folks of Dong Tribe. Nowadays, the

fish-shape patterns represent the meaning of

live beyond 100 years old for it sounds like yu

which literally means abundance, and when the

fishes simultaneously appear with dragons that

would be the metaphor of a fish jumps across

the gate of dragon )魚躍龍門（ 22).
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<Picture 11> 太陽紋 <Picture 12> 月亮花紋

<Picture 13> 鳳鳥紋 <Picture 14> 井字紋

<Picture 15> 魚紋

The pattern of a line of people standing hand

in hand on children’s costumes is called

Duoyewen <Picture 16> which reflected多耶紋（ ）

the Dong Tribe show the worship to their

ancestors. The folks of Dong Tribe annually

launch the memorial ceremony of dance and

sing, which is known as Zumushen in which the

youngs and olds, males and females would

dance the Duoye and blow the reed-pipe to

show their respect and rememberance to the

Zumushen, so that the patterns of people

dancing and singing hand in hand that appear
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in the crafts of Dong Tribe’s folk embroidery has

become a sort of purfle23). Dong Tribe’s

admiration to the ancestors had apparently

indicated through these patterns.

<Picture 16> 多耶紋

In the inhabitated areas of Dong Tribe the

spiders are everywhere, people apotheosized,

visualized,fantasized, beautified and embroidered

them on baby carriers to make the wish that the

god of luck will be with the children so they can

growing up healthily. <Picture 17>

<Picture 17> 蜘蛛紋

2) Concept to pray for fortune and escape
from misfortune

It is an eternal subject to eliminate misfortune

and diseases in people’s life of the pursuit of

happiness and wellness for the ideal life, and

many auspicious patterns that reflecting this

subject are frequently found in the children’s

costumes of Dong Tribe.

18 figures of luohan decorated in front of

Luohan hats shows the meaning that on

phantoms could ever approach under the

protection of 18 luohan, in addition, a feature of

the Buddhist Goddess of Mercy represent an

incarnation of all human beings to overcome

hardships and challenges by transforming the

admiration for the Buddhist Goddess of Mercy

into decorations on children’s costumes which

reflects the wishing for their kids to possess a

safe and sound lifetime.

Some women of Dong Tribe even embroider

the chinese’s merry words on children’s

costumes as patterns such as beautiful

perfection,long-live, pray for endless fortune 福（

), long life and self-dependence如東海 壽比南山（ ）

( , Happiness life<Picture 18> they自力更生）

wish their children with those patterns could

receive safety and bless from the gods by doing

so .

<Picture 18> the chinese’s merry words on

children’s hat24)

3) Reflection of the Nation’s unique culture

and civilized tradition in children’s costumes
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The baby carrier of Dong Tribe’s children’s

cotumes is a double complex of nation’s

civilized tradition and living life. The four Banyan

trees with connected branches in the center of

the baby carrier reprensents the conversion form

of the worship of dragons, moreover it has the

feature of mainstay and also means the spiritual

support of reality and ideality for Dong Tribe. To

embroider it on baby carrier shows us a spectacular

<Table 1> The designing features and symbol concepts on Dong Tribe children’s costume

infants

costume
garibaldis bibs carrier hat

desig

ning

fea

tures

appeara

nce

Transfer

worn

wears to

the

double-

breasted

without

collar.

Fat garibaldis

with right

button and no

collar covering

the hip,

narrow sleeve

covers the

middle part of

arm.

There are round,

square, and

rectangle patterns

of apron. The

round bib has coin

shape, maple leaf

shape, calabash

shape, dog’s teeth

shape,etc.

It is shaped

by two

rectangle

fabric of

embroidery.

The classic collections of

cap have Dog-head hat,

Cat-head hats, Pleat-top

hats, Crown hats,

Tile-cover hats, Topless

hats, Scholar hats, Luohan

hats, Lotus hats and so

on, and the most are given

name by its look.

color Dye

yellow

with

gardenia

.

Commonly

use the bright

colors like

yellow, red,

blue.

Most use red, blue,

white, and black

color which has a

strong comparison

in sight.

Most use

bright colors

like yellow,

red, green,

and purple.

Most use red, green,

yellow, black. Some have

the red matching green, or

yellow matching black.

pattern

and

decorati

on

None There are well

patterns,

dragon and

phoenix, and

fish patterns

in the

embroidery.

Doye

patterns(which

describes a scene

that people hold

together-meeting

dancing and

singing),dragon

and phoenix

patterns, fish

patterns, some are

embellished with

coins and bells.

There are

moon flower

patterns,

spider

patterns,

dragon and

phoenix

patterns,

fish patterns

in the

embroidery.

The decorations have three

ways which are Dong’s

brocade, embroidery ,and

silver foil. The patterns in

embroidery are mainly

animal and plant patterns,

Chinese auspicious

character. The kinds in

silver foil decoration are

the figures of Buddha,

divinity animal, plants and

flowers.

the concept

and symbol

From the embroideries or brocades of dragon and phoenix, sun, moon, and tale

figures on children’s up wears and hat, we could see it reflects that Dong Tribe

worships multi-gods. Parents wish their children could be protected by god and able

to live long , happy life by wearing such kind of costume embellished decorations.

The pattern of triumph in all aspects and long life in Dong children’s cap and carrier

are the perfect reflection of pursuit of happy life for Dong women..

painting, which, indicates that in the circle,

between the sky and the earth, there’s this

opulent Banyan tree rises right from the soil and

pushes up the multicolored sun, the sun lighten

the flowers of Banyan and the flowers’ gleaming

with the light of life.

The circle represents Goddess Satianba still

locates in the center of the pattern, so it’s quite

clear that womens creation have already been a
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pervasive pride in Dong Tribe. Now there’s the

sun and baby carrier on which embroidered

Banyan tree, in the name of sky and earth,

father and mother, to offer the children warmth

and protection.

On the top of the baby carrier are ideal

homelands inside the mountains and rivers of

Dong’s residence that locates at four sides: the

flowers and plants growing healthily under the

shower of the sun, songbirds singing on the

branches, it is such a heaven on earth with

sounds of bird, aroma of flowers, songs of

phoenix and fluttering butterflies. This is the

warm embrace of sunshine and Banyan trees

where generations and generations of Dong

Tribe living healthily in.

4. Conclusion

The shapes and decorations of children’s

costumes agglomerate the aesthetic psychology

and cultural values in living and production lives.

The meterials for children’s wear are dainty and

of varied decoration crafts and fresh colors,

especially the children’s hats,baby carriers and

bibs have the unique customs and cultural

tradition, whether the patterns or the shapes are

of singular tastes that strongly express womens

greatest wishes about love and blessing to their

children, and at the same time it also represent

the folks of Dong Tribe’s expectancy about

avoiding misfortune by being blesssed by the

ancestors and spirits as well as looking forward

to a beautiful life.
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